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 .Probabilistic normed PN spaces are real linear spaces in which the
norm of each vector is an appropriate probability distribution function
Ïrather than a number. Such spaces were first introduced by A. N. Serstnev
w xin 1963 3 .
w xIn a recent paper 1 , we gave a new definition of PN spaces that
Ïincludes Serstnev's and leads naturally to the identification of the principal
class of PN spaces, the Menger spaces. In the present paper, we investigate
questions of continuity in PN spaces under the new definition.
Just as the norm in an ordinary normed space induces a topology on the
space, so the probabilistic norm in a PN space induces a natural topology
on the space with respect to which this norm is continuous. It then follows
readily that the operation of vector addition is continuous with respect to
the norm-induced topology. Similarly, multiplication by a fixed scalar
behaves as expected, though in contrast to the situation in ordinary
U The author was supported by ONR Contract N-00014-87-K-0379.
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 .numerically normed spaces, the proof for PN spaces is non-trivial. But
for scalar multiplication as a whole, i.e., as a mapping from the Cartesian
product of the reals and the PN space into the PN space, the situation is
quite different: an example shows that this mapping can be discontinuous
with respect to the natural product topology. We therefore introduce a
simple yet not unduly restrictive condition that precludes this possibility:
when this condition is satisfied, the PN space is a linear topological space.
We conclude with a remark about betweenness.
w x qWe continue to use the notation and terminology of 1, 2 . Thus D is
the space of probability distribution functions F that are left-continuous
 . w x  .on R s y`, q` , equal to 0 on y`, 0 and such that F q` s 1. The
space Dq is partially ordered by the usual pointwise ordering of functions
and has both a maximal element « and a minimal element « : these are0 `
given, respectively, by
0, x O 0, 0, x - q`,
« x s and « x s .  .0 `  1, x s q`.1, x ) 0,
There is a natural topology on Dq that is induced by the modified LevyÂ
 w x.metric d see 2, Sect. 4.2 . Convergence with respect to this metric isL
equivalent to weak convergence of distribution functions, i.e., for any
 4 q q   .4sequence F in D and any F in D , the sequence d F , F convergesn L n
  .4  .to 0 if and only if the sequence F x converges to F x at every point ofn
 q .continuity of the limit function F. Moreover, the metric space D , d isL
compact.
A triangle function is a binary operation on Dq that is commutative,
associative, non-decreasing in each place, and has « as an identity0
element. Continuity of a triangle function means uniform continuity with
respect to the natural product topology on Dq= Dq.
 .DEFINITION 1. A probabilistic normed space briefly, a PN space is a
 U . Uquadruple S, h, t , t , where S is a real linear space, t and t are
continuous triangle functions, and h is a mapping from S into the space of
q  .distribution functions D such that}writing N for h p }for all p, q inp
S, the following conditions hold:
 .N1 N s « if and only if p s u , the null vector in S.p 0
 .N2 N s N ,yp p
 .  .N3 N P t N , N ,pqq p q
 . U  . w xN4 N O t N , N , for all a in 0, 1 .p a p 1ya . p
 .  .  . qIt follows from N1 , N2 , N3 that if F: S = S ª D is defined via
F p , q s F s N , 1 .  .p q pyq
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 . w xthen S, F, t is a probabilistic metric space 2, Chap. 8 . Moreover, since t
  . < 4is continuous, the system of neighborhoods V l p in S and l ) 0 ,p
where
<V l s q in S d F , « - l , 2 .  . 4 .p L p q 0
determines a topology on S, called the strong topology.
 U .THEOREM 1. Let S, h, t , t be a PN space. Let S be endowed with the
 .  . qstrong topology determined by h ¨ia 1 and 2 , and let D be endowed with
the d -metric topology. Then h is a uniformly continuous mapping from S intoL
Dq.
 .Proof. It is known that the probabilistic metric F given by 1 is a
q w xuniformly continuous mapping from S = S into D 2, Theorem 12.2.2 .
Thus the uniform continuity of h follows at once from the fact that
 .  .h p s F p, u for any p in S.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and
that S = S is endowed with the corresponding product topology. Then ¨ector
addition is a jointly uniformly continuous mapping from S = S onto S, i.e.,
 .S, q is a topological group.
X X  . X XProof. Let p, q, p , q in S be given. Then by N3 , N s pqq.y p qq .
 . w xX X X XN P t N , N . Thus, by Lemma 4.3.4 of 2 , pyp .qqyq . pyp qyq
d N X X , « O d t N X , N X , « , .  . .L  pqq.y p qq . 0 L pyp qyq 0
whence the conclusion follows from the fact that t is uniformly continu-
ous.
Combining Theorems 1 and 2, i.e., composing the mappings h and
vector addition, yields:
q  .COROLLARY 1. The mapping n from S = S into D gi¨ en by n p, q s
N for any p, q in S is uniformly continuous.pqq
 .Note that Condition N4 was not needed to establish the above results.
We now turn to the continuity properties of scalar multiplication, i.e., to
the continuity properties of the mapping from R = S into S given by
 .M a , p s a p for any a in R and any p in S. We begin with:
LEMMA 1. If 0 O a - b , then N O N for any p in S.b p a p
 .Proof. Let b p s q. Then a p s arb q and so it suffices to show that
 .N O N whenever 0 O g - 1. But by N4 ,q g q
N O t U N , N O t U N , « s N . .  .q g q 1yg .q g q 0 g q
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< < < <COROLLARY 2. If a - b , then N O N .b p a p
For our next result we need the notion of the serial iterates of a triangle
 w x.function t see 2, Definition 6.3.4 . These are recursively defined by
t 1 s t and
t n F , . . . , F s t t ny1 F , . . . , F , F for n P 2. .  . .1 nq1 1 n nq1
LEMMA 2. For any a in R, any r in S, and any h ) 0, there is a l ) 0
such that
d N , « - h whene¨er d N , « - l. .  .L a r 0 L r 0
Proof. For 0 O a O 1, this is immediate since we have N P N bya r r
w x  .Lemma 1, whence by Lemma 4.3.4 of 2 it follows that d N , « OL a r 0
 .d N , « .L r 0
w x w xFor a ) 1, let k s a q 1, where a denotes the greatest integer in
 .a . Then a - k so that N P N . Repeated use of N3 yieldsa r k r
N P t N , N P t t N , N , N .  . .k r ky1. r r ky2. r r r
P ??? P t k N , . . . , N , .r r
where t k is the kth serial iterate of t . Consequently,
d N , « O d N , « O d t k N , . . . , N , « . .  .  . .L a r 0 L k r 0 L r r 0
Since t k is uniformly continuous, for any h ) 0, there is a l ) 0 such that
 k . .  .d t N , . . . , N , « - h whenever d N , « - l, and this establishesL r r 0 L r 0
the lemma when a ) 1.
 .When a - 0, we use N2 and the above argument.
THEOREM 3. The mapping M is uniformly continuous in its second place,
i.e., for a fixed a in R, scalar multiplication is a uniformly continuous
mapping from S into S.
Proof. Let a in R be fixed. Then by Lemma 2 we have that
 .  .d N , « is small whenever d N , « is small, whence the con-L a  pyq. 0 L pyq 0
 .  .clusion follows from 1 and 2 .
However, as the following example shows, for p / u , the mapping M
need not be continuous in its first place. Thus, in general, a PN space need
not be a topological vector space.
Let S be the real line R, viewed as a one-dimensional linear space, let
t s t , and let t U s t , where t and t are the continuous triangleW M W M
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functions defined by
t F , G x s sup max F u q G ¨ y 1, 0 u q ¨ s x , 4 .  .  .  . . .W
t F , G x s sup min F u , G ¨ u q ¨ s x . 4 .  .  .  . . .M
 .For p in R, define h by setting h 0 s « , and0
< <1 p q 1
h p s « q « for p / 0. . 0 `< < < <p q 2 p q 2
 .It is straightforward to show that R, h, t , t is a PN space, and that, forW M
 4   .4any p / 0 and any sequence a converging to 0, the sequence h a pn n
1  .  .converges weakly, not to « , but to « q « . Thus h a p is not a0 0 `2
continuous function of a . Hence the mapping M is not continuous in its
first place, i.e., for a fixed p in S, scalar multiplication is not a continuous
mapping from R into S.
To avoid such a situation, we shall show via the following lemma and
theorem that it is sufficient to require that the triangle function t U be
 w x. UArchimedean see 2, Sect. 14.1 , i.e., that t admit no idempotents other
than « and « . This condition is not onerous since virtually all the0 `
triangle functions of interest in the theory of probabilistic metric and
probabilistic normed spaces are Archimedean. For example, if T and L
are Archimedean, then every triangle function of the form t isT , L
w xArchimedean 2, Sect. 1.9 and Theorem 7.2.4 .
LEMMA 3. If t U is Archimedean, then for any p in S such that N / «p `
and any h ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such that
< <d N , « - h whene¨er a - d . .L a p 0
Proof. Let p s 2yn p for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . In view of Lemma 1 andn
 .N2 , it suffices to show that N ª « as n ª `. Now it readily followsp 0n
 .from N4 that
« - N O t U N , N O N , .` p p p pn nq1 nq1 nq1
 4whence the sequence N is non-decreasing. Let F be its weak limit.pnU U  .Since t is continuous, it follows that t F, F s F whence F is an
idempotent of t U. But t U is Archimedean and therefore F s « .0
 U . UTHEOREM 4. If S, h, t , t is a PN space such that t is Archimedean,
and if N / « for all p in S, then for any fixed p in S, the mapping M isp `
uniformly continuous in its first place.
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Proof. For any p in S and any a , b in R, we have
N P t N , N and N P t N , N . .  .a p b p ayb . p b p a p  bya . p
w x  .It follows from these inequalities and Lemma 12.2.1 of 2 that d N , NL a p b p
 .is small whenever d N , « is small which, by Lemma 3, is smallL ayb . p 0
< <whenever a y b is small.
Combining Theorems 3 and 4 yields:
THEOREM 5. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Then
scalar multiplication is a jointly uniformly continuous mapping from R = S,
endowed with the natural product topology, onto S. Furthermore, the mapping
X q X .  .M from R = S into D gi¨ en by M a , p s h a p for any a in R and
any p in S, is also jointly uniformly continuous.
Proof. For any a , b in R and any p, q in S, we have
d N , N O d N , N q d N , N , .  .  .L a p b q L a p a q L a q b q
whence the first conclusion follows: and the second conclusion now follows
immediately from Theorem 1.
Thus, when the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 4 are satisfied, the linear
space S, endowed with the strong topology induced by the probabilistic
norm h, is a topological linear space.
In the above discussion, it suffices to assume that Ran h is a closed
 q . Usubspace of D , d and that t is Archimedean on Ran h. This situationL
 U .arises, for example, when S, h, t , t is a PN space in the sense of
ÏSerstnev. In this case, for any p in S,
< <N x s N xr l for all l and x in R, 3 .  . .l p p
w x Uand, as shown in 1 , t s t . Moreover, t is Archimedean on the subsetM M
q q  .D of those elements F in D for which lim F x s 1, but not on allx ª`
q q of D . Thus if Ran h : D , then Theorem 5 is valid a fact which also
 ..follows directly from 3 , but not necessarily otherwise.
We close with the following observation: Suppose that p, q, r in S are
 .such that q is linearly between p and r, i.e., such that for some a in 0, 1 ,
q s a p q 1 y a r . .
 .Then, using N4 , we have
t U N , N s t U N , N P N , .  .pyq qyr 1ya . pyr . a  pyr . pyr
i.e.,
t U F , F P F . 4 . .p q qr pr
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 .  U w x.UThus, if S, h, T is a Menger PN space i.e., t s t and t s t 1 ,T T
 .then q is Menger-between p and r. More generally, 4 could be used as
wthe definition of Menger-betweenness in an arbitrary PN space 2, Sect.
x14.3 .
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